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PRESS RELEASE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE | Wednesday, November 01, 2023 

 

naamsa RELEASES OCTOBER 2023 NEW VEHICLE STATS 

AS INDUSTRY AWAITS THE MTBPS POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT 

FOR NEW ENERGY VEHICLES 
 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Note that naamsa has legally registered a different naming convention, namely naamsa | 

The Automotive Business Council or naamsa. The National Association of Automobile 
Manufacturers of South Africa is no longer a legal entity. We wish to advice all reporters to 
use the new naming conventions as advised above. Any journalist who chooses to continue 
using the old name, does so at their own risk since the old name is no longer official and 
cannot longer be attributable to naamsa. 

 

PRETORIA: Wednesday, November 01, 2023: naamsa | The Automotive Business Council said today 

that the persisting economic strain on businesses and consumers continued to impact directly on new 

vehicle sales as aggregate domestic new vehicle sales in October 2023, at 45,445 units, reflected a 

decline of 905 units, or a fall of 2,0%, from the 46,350 vehicles sold in October 2022. This was the third 

consecutive month of decline in the new vehicle market. Export sales recorded an increase of 11,411 

units, or 39,5%, to 40,302 units in October 2023 compared to the 28,891 vehicles exported in the Transnet 

strike affected October 2022.  

 

Overall, out of the total reported industry sales of 45,445 vehicles, an estimated 36,468 units, or 80,2%, 

represented dealer sales, an estimated 5,880 units or 12,9% represented sales to the vehicle rental 

industry, 4,1% to government, and 2,8% to industry corporate fleets.  

 

The October 2023 new passenger car market at 29,912 units had registered a decline of 1,068 cars, or a 

loss of 3,5%, compared to the 30,980 new cars sold in October 2022. Car rental sales accounted for a 

sound 18,3% or 5,468 units of the new passenger vehicles sales.  
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Domestic sales of new light commercial vehicles, bakkies and mini-buses at 12,361 units during October 

2023 had recorded a decline of 387 units, or a loss of 3,0%, from the 12,748 light commercial vehicles 

sold during October 2022.  

 

Sales for the medium commercial vehicle segment at 807 units reflected an increase of 62 units, or a gain 

of 8,3%, compared to the 745 medium vehicle sales recorded in the same period last year.  The heavy 

truck and bus segments of the industry reflected a positive performance during the month at 2,365 units, 

which is an increase of 488 vehicles, or a gain of 26,0%, compared to the 1,877 units sold during the 

corresponding month last year.  

 

The October 2023 exports sales number at 40,302 units reflected a substantial increase of 11,411 

vehicles, or 39,5%, compared to the 28,891 vehicles exported in October 2022. Vehicle exports for the 

year to date were now 12,7% ahead of the same period last year.  

 

Economic constrains continued to impact new vehicle sales during the month as rising cost of living and 

restrictive borrowing costs were depressing demand for luxury goods. The new vehicle market’s 

prolonged recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic continued into 2023 with the expectation that the 

market would return to the 2019 level after three years. The market was still 1,3% below the pre-pandemic 

level in 2022 and for the year to date was now 2,1% units ahead of the corresponding period 2022, on 

track to recover to the pre-pandemic level of 2019. Heavy commercial vehicle sales already exceeded 

the pre-pandemic level in 2022, supported by the transport of goods forced onto roads due to the rail 

inefficiencies. The country’s weak economic growth rate, although still marginally positive, remains a key 

challenge for the new vehicle market going forward in view of the close correlation between new vehicle 

sales and the GDP growth rate. Alongside faster economic growth, moderate inflation and lower interest 

rates would go a long way to support the new vehicle market over the medium term.   

 

Vehicle exports reflected a substantial increase during the month compared to the corresponding month 

2022 due to the low base effect caused by the Transnet strike force majeure declared and consequent 

supply chain disruptions at the time. Despite a longer-term global economic outlook which remains 

clouded by risks to the inflation trajectory, the recent outbreak of the war between Israel and Hamas and 

the effects of climate change, the vehicle export momentum remains upward for the balance of the year.  

 

The African Growth and Opportunity Act [AGOA] Forum hosted by South Africa from 2 to 4 November 

2023 aims to promote economic ties and export opportunities between Sub-Saharan Africa and the 

United States. AGOA expires on 30 September 2025 and the scheduled expiration makes the future of 

US-Africa trade relations uncertain. The automotive industry has been South Africa’s major beneficiary 

under AGOA. In 2022 the US comprised the domestic automotive industry’s 2nd largest export destination 

with total automotive exports amounting to R24,1 billion. Trade arrangements, such as AGOA, 

substantively secured, strengthened, and enhanced the domestic automotive industry’s exports and trade 

flows and the extension of AGOA beyond September 2025 and South Africa’s continued eligibility under 

the Act will be key focus areas at the Forum. 
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naamsa is awaiting the long-awaited formal policy pronouncements from the Minister of Finance in the 

Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement in Parliament today, which would be a critical step to secure the 

future of the automotive industry in South Africa. The lack of the NEV regulatory framework could result 

in SA automobile makers facing the threat of losing significant investment for local production.  

 

Finally, naamsa wishes to congratulate the victorious Springboks in successfully defending their World 

Cup title for the 4th time, not just making our country proud but also setting an exemplary example of 

embracing nation building and respect for each other. 

 

STATEMENT ENDS 
 

ABOUT THE SA AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY 

 the automotive industry contributes 4.9% to GDP [2.9% manufacturing and 2.0% retail]; 

 in 2022, the export of vehicles and automotive components reached a record amount of R227,3 billion, equating to 

12.4% of South Africa’s total exports; 

 the industry accounts for 21.7% of the country’s manufacturing output; 

 vehicles and components are exported to 152 international markets; 

 the manufacturing segment of the industry presently employs in the order of 110,000 people across its various tiers 

of activity [from component manufacturing to vehicle assembly]; 

 combined with the industry’s strong multiplier effect, the industry is responsible for approximately 457,000 jobs 

across the South African economy’s formal sector. 
 

NOTES FOR EDITORS 

 Since 2021 naamsa introduced associate membership that offers tangible benefits such as access to information, 

visibility to key industry issues, business exposure, as well as related discounts; 

 naamsa is a pre-eminent industry representative that actively and responsibly represents, promote, advance, and 

protect the interests of local manufacturers and assemblers of passenger, light, and heavy commercial vehicles as 

well as major importers and distributors of new vehicles in South Africa. We represent 41 companies; 

 Our vision is to be the most credible and respected thought leader and partner of a globally competitive and 

transformed automotive industry that actively contribute to the sustainable development of South Africa; 

 Enquiries:  Mikel M. MABASA, mikel@naamsa.co.za, Contact Numbers: +27 12 807 0152 or +27 82 909 6621. More 

information can be found on www.naamsa.co.za. 
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